
Notetaking and Studying

Mr. Kelly, Headmaster



Notes - what they are and aren’t….

Main points, key words, phrases, facts, definitions, pictures

Not every word of the lecture or everything written on every slide.

Listen to what the teacher says and write down summary in your own words.

Big mistake: copying the powerpoint slide and not listening to what the teacher is 
explaining. 

Don’t write down what you already know.



Two pages system
Left Page   Right Page

Put diagram, pictures, maps at the top of 
the left page. This could be from lecture or 
your own diagram/picture.

Identify the organizational pattern.
Write a summary which names the pattern.

Personal connection/questions/examples.

Exam question based on the lecture as if 
you were the teacher (based on 
organizational pattern and summaries)

Short 
phrase that 
summarizes 
1st section.

Short 
phrase that 
summarizes 
2nd section.

Short 
phrase that 
summarizes 
3rd section.

Short 
phrase that 
summarizes 
4th section.

LECTURE TOPIC

In your notebook, take all of your 
notes on the right side of the right 
page.

This side is for everything you 
take down during class.

Before the end of the day, clean 
up notes. Fill in/make legible. 
Highlight main ideas, underline 
examples.



Example



Example of first topic



Student drew map from board



Organizational Pattern

Prof Saxton developed the lecture showing a cause and effect 
relationship between the work of traders, explorers & missionaries & 
the resulting interest in and movement to the west. She also 
categorized the major routes to the west.”



Personal connection
“Two thoughts: First-that entrepreneurs see opportunity 
quickly. Astor, Ashby & Becknell are like the new Russian 
capitalists operating in the former Soviet. Second - One cannot 
always foresee the effects of an event. Think how space 
exploration has spawned so many new industries & inventions 
- ex: Moving map navigation in autos based on satellites.”



Created possible test questions.

“Identify the forces which led to the opening of the West.
Describe for each the way these forces operated in each 
area of the West.



Two pages system for MATH CLASSES
Left Page   Right Page

Write the question that the lesson was 
answering.

Explain the steps to answering the 
question.

Identify how this topic relates to previous 
topics.

Real world connection/questions/examples.

*Summary of the lesson.

Short 
phrase or 
question 
that 
summarizes 
what you 
are doing in 
the 1st 
section.

Short 
phrase or 
question 
that 
summarizes 
what you 
are doing in 
the 2nd 
section.

LESSON TOPIC

In your notebook, take all of your 
notes on the right side of the right 
page.

This side is for everything you 
take down during class.

Before the end of the day, clean 
up notes. Fill in/make legible. 
Highlight vocabulary words, 
formulas, and circle steps to work 
problems.



Example from  MATH CLASSES
Left Page   Right Page

How do you graph inequalities?

How is it different from graphing equations?

Steps:
Graph the equations
Test points in each equation

These steps show if different inequality 
equations share the same area of a graph.

The basics of graphing inequalities are the 
same as graphing equations. You start at 
the y-intercept & use slope. Make sure to 
check if the line is dotted or solid. You also 
need to test a point to shade.

Graphing inequalities



To study for  MATH CLASSES
Left Page   Right Page
How do you graph inequalities?

How is it different from graphing equations?

Steps:
Graph the equations
Test points in each equation

These steps show if different inequality 
equations share the same area of a graph.

The basics of graphing inequalities are the 
same as graphing equations. You start at 
the y-intercept & use slope. Make sure to 
check if the line is dotted or solid. You also 
need to test a point to shade.

Graphing inequalitiesCover up everything 
except the questions.

● Can you answer 
the questions? 

● Can you say 
what the first 
step is?

● Can you list the 
steps?



What if your notes are pictures?
Left Page   Right Page

Mrs. Almanza explained the steps 
in the cellular respiration process 
that creates energy inside cells. 

This reminds me of how a car 
engine works to use gas, oxygen, 
and a spark to create power.

What is the right order of steps in 
cellular respiration?
What reactants and products are 
involved?
What is ATP and how many are 
created from one molecule of 
glucose?

Sugar and 
oxygen produce 
carbon dioxide, 
water, and 
energy

3 steps: 
glycolysis, citric 
acid cycle, 
electron 
transport chain

1) Sugar breaks 
apart

2) carbon chain 
gets smaller and 
CO2 is released

3) ATP is energy 
for the cell

Cellular Respiration




